On 21st May the LHF launched its First Standard Allocation 2021 to support a collaborative, harmonized and prioritized approach to meeting critical needs of unsupported populations under the Health, Food Security and Nutrition sectors. The Allocation funded best-placed partners to provide targeted support to the critical life-saving needs of most vulnerable beneficiaries across all cohorts, with a focus on previously unsupported Lebanese and Migrants impacted by the degrading situation in Lebanon.

**AT A GLANCE**

- **$14.5** million total allocations
- **19** partners (14 INGOs, 5 NNGOs) supported through allocations
- **19** projects approved for funding
- **220,000** people targeted by humanitarian assistance. Targeted beneficiaries were based on vulnerability regardless of nationality or status

**ALLOCATIONS BY PARTNER TYPE**

- INGO: **$11.8**M
- NNGO: **$2.4**M

**TARGETED BENEFICIARIES BY TYPE**

- **1,547** Syrian refugees (23%)
- **3,159** Total Targeted Beneficiaries (9%)
- **20,369** Migrant Communities (62%)
- **145,000** Lebanon (50%)

**ALLOCATIONS BY SECTOR**

- **Nutrition** $2.8M
- **Food Security** $4.3M
- **Health** **$7.4M**

**TARGETED BENEFICIARIES BY SECTOR**

- **Health**: 31,563
- **Food Security**: 29,137
- **Nutrition**: 139,237
- **Multi-sector**: 19,956

**FIRST STANDARD ALLOCATION MAP 2020**
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